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Teaser
http://vimeo.com/28979103



Synopsis

Three projections show cineastic tableaux of an anonymous metropolis and lucid vibrating structures. 
The patterns, partly organic, partly reminiscent of a matrix, are a digital collage of video recordings of 
high-rise buildings, streets,  skylines as well as photographs of big cities by night, which were taken 
by the International Space Station. 

The sound consists of a soundtrack collage and a narration, which has been generated by the latest 
text-to-speech technology. The tone source of the voice and the sound are spatially spread. To the 
sound of anime soundtracks by Kenji Kawai, the narrator presents a cut-up of Gibson’s Neuromancer; 
an alluded love story of two outlaws in a dystopian big city. 

Time stands still - this state could be contemporary, a glorified memory or a vision of the future. 

This state is irregularly punctuated with gaps of sequences of different length resembling video clips.  
They took shape through intense editing of recordings of concerts in underground clubs and samples 
of cyberpunk films. The longer video clip sequences are, on the other hand, punctuated with vibrating 
backstage recordings in very slow motion, creating a counterpoint. 

Energy is being observed as it is being discharged. Contemplation and sensory overload stand in 
contrast with each other. 

Short Synopsis

In the three channel video installation “Meanwhile at a 7-Eleven”, a setting is generated in which con-
templation and sensory overload create a contrast. The mixing of stylized and processed video recordings 
taken in Tokyo and its punk scene with various image, sound and text fragments stages a dystopian big 
city, which materializes into something fascinating and oppressive. 

Notes

“Meanwhile at a 7-Eleven” is a work-in-progress.  The process-driven work on the film and the sound 
material, the samples of text, music and film as well as the exploration of new sources of samples cre-
ate a variable referential system. In this way, the installation can be adapted to various contexts and 
can be influenced by them. 

The accompanying text and a publication in collaboration with the author and publisher Andreas 
Koller as well as book designer Marietta Eugster locate the work thematically. 

- Publication: http://bccks.jp/#B39354,P482960
- Accompanying Text is attributed



Approach

I take film and art into account, as well as pop. A constant in my work is the exploration of composi-
tion and rhythmisation of fragments.  

When creating my artwork, I deal with beauty, power, destruction, loneliness and ecstasy.  By playing 
with different references, forms, sounds and music I examine my perception and look for resources, 
states, feelings, memories and hopes to be transported on to an aesthetic and intuitive level. 

Selected Works

NTSC – 21’, music video and DVD-/CD release, Localform Records, 2005 
Blackoldmoon – 6’37’’, music video, advancement award video film days Basel, 2006

Apart of – 40’, audiovisual live performance with a piano solo of Fabian M. Müller, 2007 - 2008 
Eternity Redux, 2’50” – music video for Nosaj Thing, 2010 

L’Origine du Pouvoir – video installation, Erfrischungsraum - Luzern, 2010 
L’Halitose du Versailles, 0’55” – music video and LP-Artwork for Bit-Tuner, 2011 

Meanwhile at a 7-Eleven, video installation, Werkschau at HSLU Design & Art 2011
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Technical Specification

3 full HD beamer (1920*1080 Pixel) 
3 network-compatible full HD-player 
4 active speakers
2 full HD beamer provided 
2 Genelec active speakers available


